We propose a new method for fusing a LIDAR point cloud and camera-captured images in the deep convolutional neural network (CNN). The proposed method constructs a new layer called non-homogeneous pooling layer to transform features between bird view map and front view map. The sparse LIDAR point cloud is used to construct the mapping between the two maps. The pooling layer allows efficient fusion of the bird view and front view features at any stage of the network. This is favorable for the 3D-object detection using camera-LIDAR fusion in autonomous driving scenarios. A corresponding deep CNN is designed and tested on the KITTI[1] bird view object detection dataset, which produces 3D bounding boxes from the bird view map. The fusion method shows particular benefit for detection of pedestrians in the bird view compared to other fusion-based object detection networks.
Introduction
LIDAR and camera are becoming standard sensors for self-driving cars and 3D objection detection is an important part of perception in driving scenarios. 2D front view images from cameras provide rich texture descriptions of the surrounding, while depth is hard to obtain. On the other hand, 3D point cloud from LIDAR can provide accurate depth and reflection intensity information, but the resolution is comparatively low. Therefore, 2D images and 3D point cloud are supplementary to each other to accomplish accurate and robust perception. The fusion of these two sensors is a prerequisite for autonomous vehicles to deal with complicated driving scenarios.
The recent progress of convolutional neural networks (CNN) for classification and segmentation has invoked particular interest of applying deep neural networks (DNN) for object detection. The DNN-based object detection with either LIDAR [2, 3] or camera [4, 5, 6] data as the input has been widely explored by researchers and pushed to a very high single frame accuracy. However, the 3D object detection is still hard for network based on a single kind of sensor, which is shown in Table 1 . The camera-based network obtains high average precision for 2D image bounding box because of the rich texture information, which is consistent with the current CNN segmentation performance for images. Since camera does not contain accurate depth information, the 3D bounding box precision is very low for camera-based networks even with stereo vision [7] and vehicle dimension prior [4] presented. The state-of-the-art LIDAR-only networks have low precision in both 2D and 3D detection but the gap of precision between 2D and 3D detection is much lower compared to camera-only networks. This means the objects detected by LIDAR are mostly accurate in 3D location. The low precision is due to sparsity of LIDAR point cloud.
The camera and LIDAR fusion gains the capability of achieving high accuracy in both 2D and 3D detection. Some fusion-based networks [8, 9] directly adapt from the Faster-RCNN structure with proposals from LIDAR so as to preserve the 3D information. Some [10, 11] propose regions of interest from the front view but projects the LIDAR point cloud to the camera image plane for an early fusion of information. The more recent MV3D [12] designs a more complicated version of fusion after region proposal and gets the highest performance among all networks in 3D detection. All the networks to date do not fuse before region 3D proposal of interested regions, which means that the fusion only helps the classification and regression stage after highly potential objects are extracted from the 3D map. The lack of fusion in the region proposal causes recall-precision trade off, especially for pedestrians, which will be discussed in Section 4.2.
In this paper, we propose a camera and LIDAR fusion architecture in CNN that fuses features from different views in the region proposal stage. The fusion is allowed to happen before the proposal stage because it fuses the whole feature maps, which is not presented in previous fusion-based networks. The main idea is to employ LIDAR point cloud and sparse matrix multiplication to link the bird view feature map and front view feature map. A sparse non-homogeneous pooling layer is designed to transform and fuse features efficiently. A fusion-based CNN network is constructed accordingly. The representation of input is similar to the MV3D, but the fusion happens before the proposal stage. In contrast, the 3D proposal in current fusion-based networks only use the LIDAR information, while ours fuses both LIDAR and camera information for 3D proposal. Moreover, if the fusion happens only after the region proposal part, the network is forced to utilize the Faster-RCNN structure which is slow from current point of view. By letting the fusion happen in the CNN backbone, this network is able to get rid of the region "proposal subnet" + "detection subnet" structure and benefits from the speed of recently developed one-stage detection network like RetinaNet [13] and SSD [14] . [16] , the network slides a window or cluster dense points on the feature map to produce some regions of interest (ROIs). This is often called the region proposal stage. The RoIs are then fed to a second-stage neural network classifier to generate the class and location of the object. The first stage can be done with classic methods such as R-CNN and Fast-RCNN, or be done by another region proposal network in Faster-RCNN which improves speed compared to previous ones.
Objects in the driving scenario have various sizes in the feature map due to distances and their inherent dimensions like cars, pedestrians and cyclists. Detecting from vastly different scale is hard for the vanilla Faster-RCNN. Feature pyramid using features from multiple scales is utilized in MS-CNN [5] , FPN [17] and SubCNN [18] as modification.
The above two-stage network structures are usually slow for autonomous driving with high resolution images presented. A typical Faster-RCNN takes 0.2 s for a 1080p image. More recent works start to seek for one-stage detectors to avoid the overheads caused by the extra processing between twostages. SSD and YOLO [19] finishes classification in the proposal stage and can be much faster than two-stage detectors. The accuracy trails due to class imbalance and the most recent RetinaNet addresses the problem with focal loss [13] .
Detector Based on Camera or LIDAR As the DNN for a single sensor has been developed in many other areas, their CNN backbones serve as good candidates for the separate data processing paths for fusion-based network. The most intuitive thought of extending the successful 2D CNN from images to the LIDAR point cloud is to use 3D CNN with voxel representation. Unfortunately, the computational complexity grows rapidly out of acceptable range in the large outdoor scene. The LIDAR data collected in autonomous driving scenario has its own inherent sparse property. Vote3Deep [3] conducts sparse 3D convolution to reduce computational load, but this implementation is not applied to GPU parallel acceleration. VeloFCN [2] and SqueezeSeg [20] projects point cloud to the front view with the grid according to LIDAR rotation and then applies normal 2D CNN for classification and segmentation. The front view representation of point cloud shares the same multi-scale problem as camera, because the sizes of objects change as distances vary.
The camera-based detection draws the most attention of researchers and it has been very competitive on KITTI dataset [1] with hundreds of proposed structures. Most well-performed camera-based networks including MS-CNN, RRC and modified Faster-RCNN [21] only produce high quality bounding boxes in 2D front view images. There are surprisingly some single-camera-based networks capable of 3D detection. By adding the prior part and dimension knowledge of cars and cyclists, the earlier works such as 3DVP [22] and Mono3D produces 3D bounding boxes. The more recent works such as [7] Deep3DBox [15] and DeepMANTA [4] produces even more accurate 3D boxes from monocular vision than stereo-vision-based networks such as 3DOP [23] .
Fusion-Based Detector
The network based on camera and LIDAR fusion, especially for pedestrian detection, has not been exploited much. Some early works [10, 11] apply early fusion by projecting LIDAR point cloud to the image plane and augment the image channels after upsampling. Such structure fuses LIDAR and camera data through the whole network but only on image plane. This means the accurate 3D information of LIDAR point cloud are almost lost in the output of the network. The position estimation banks on the regression can magically retrieve the 3D measurement of point cloud, which is not the case according to their low 3D detection precision. Pose-RCNN [8] adapts the Fast-RCNN structure where the region proposal is done by classic selective search in LIDAR voxel representation. The fusion structure does not feed LIDAR data into the deep convolutional network which means the classification relies merely on camera data. The state-of-the-art MV3D network applies region proposal network (RPN) on the point cloud projected to the bird view plane to preserve the 3D measurement in region proposal, and uses the Faster-RCNN and Deep-fused Net [24] structure to fuse LIDAR and camera data after the first stage. Note that the region proposal stage only takes in the bird view LIDAR data. The quality of the proposals is limited by the single view and single sensor information. The speed is also limited as the fusion must happen at the second stage. In this paper, we propose an efficient fusion scheme in the first stage. The proposal takes into account the information from both CNN-processed bird view LIDAR and front view camera. This structures produces high quality proposals by camera and LIDAR fusion and allows building one-stage fusion-based detectors.
pooling used in CNNs are homogeneous since
where the kernel k(u, v) has the same finite support on (u, v), such as [−1, 1]×[−1, 1] with the kernel size of 3, which is independent of (x, y). The spatial transformer network [25] is also homogeneous as it predicts a uniform transformation matrix for the whole feature map. In general, the camera image map and bird view map is related by the projective transformation
where P is the projection matrix derived from camera-LIDAR calibration, (u, v) is the pixel in image and (x, y) is the coordinate in bird view map. z is the additional height coordinate. If we want to transform a feature map from image to bird view, the transformation is
x, y, z, 1] T and P 12 constains the first two rows of P . Both the elements and measure of the support depends on (x, y). The support is usually a line. If the transformation was done as above, the computation would be heavy and non-parallel because a large but various number of g(u, v) s was involved for each (x, y). The sparse non-homogeneous pooling uses the LIDAR point cloud to reduce the support region. It also formulates the transformation as sparse matrix multiplication so that pooling of the full future map is done in one matrix multiplication.
Bird View LIDAR representation
The most important coordinate information of 3D object detection in autonomous driving scenarios is the x, y and orientation on the ground. In fact, height can be easily estimated from the ground. Bird view takes the ground plane for the feature map and thus provides the best proposal on x,y axis which are more difficult to estimate. Currently, no front view detector has achieved good performance on the 3D bounding box proposal. In bird view representation, point cloud is discretized into a
grid on the ground is dense and H b is small so that the number of cells is similar to a 2D grid instead of 3D voxel representation. Each cell encodes the density of points inside. The density is normalized by the distance-density curve so that the density is uniform for far and nearby objects.
Non-homogeneous Pooling as Sparse Matrix Multiplication
The transformation between front view (image) map and bird view map can be sparsified by the LIDAR point cloud. In stead of one pixel (u, v) in front view corresponds to a full homogeneous line (λx, λy) in bird view, only the (u, v) and (x, y) that shares the same point in LIDAR point cloud are paired. The transformation is still non-homogeneous as the pairing does not guarantee one-to-n (n fixed) mapping, but the computation is sparse as the number of points in point cloud is of only 10,000 scale. Suppose the front view map is of size H f × W f and the bird view map is 
So the transformation kernel, instead of having a small support like convolution, is a sparse
There are at most N non-zero elements in the sparse matrix regardless of the size of feature maps. This one is the nearest neighbor pooling so the kernel is k = 1. Note this can be extend to more general interpolation method like bilinear pooling by associating the LIDAR point cloud with not only the one pixel it projects to but also its neighbors and normalize the matrix row-wise to have sum 1.
Figure 1:
The fusion-based one-stage object detection network.
Fusion of Front View and Bird View Features
Section 3.2 introduces the case of transformation from front view (u, v) to bird view (x, y) but this can also be done from bird view to front view by just exchanging the coordinates. When applying the non-homogeneous pooling in network, since all the coordinate of the feature maps and the calibration matrix P are known, the pairs and matrix can be pre-calculated for each frame. There is no parameter to train for the pooling operation. The structure of the layer is illustrated in Figure 2 The sparse non-homogeneous pooling layer takes the feature map, such as the image, as input and (u i , v i ), (x i , y i ) pairs as parameters. The kernel value is an optional input that can be specified, otherwise set as default 1. The layer constructs a
and can be concatenated with the target feature map for further processing. Batch normalization (BN) is applied for both feature before right before concatenation.
The fusion between bird view and front view feature by using the nearest neighbor pooling is not recommended in the early stage. Due to the low resolution of LIDAR point cloud compared to the camera image, pooling of raw input results in a very low usage of image data shown in Figure 3 . 20,000 point cloud only results in 0.4% usage of pixels in raw RGB image in KITTI dataset. The sparse pooling is preferred to be applied to deeper layers like the network shown in Figure 1 . When the pooling is done at the conv4 layer where the raw input has been downsampled by 8, most of the front view and bird view features are involved in fusion except for the part of sky or out of the range of view. 
One-Stage Fusion-Based Detection Network
The fusion structure introduced in Section 3 allows one-stage detector because the fusion is done in the first stage across different view, unlike [12] where fusion is done only after RoI pooling in the second stage. In this section we introduce a one-stage detection that takes front view camera image and bird view LIDAR point cloud as input and produces 3D bounding box from bird view without RoI pooling. The detection scheme is adapted from [13] but those of [14, 19] are also compatible.
3D Region Proposal with Fusion structure
The network structure is shown in Figure 1 . There are two fully convolutional backbones, namely the image CNN and LIDAR CNN. The sparse non-homogeneous pooling layer serves as the cross-bridge of two path to exchange information from each sensor. The image CNN adapts the similar RPN structure recent camera-based one-stage detections. Although the region proposal is not used during test, a separate loss is imposed on the image CNN so that image features get supervision from the label in front view in addition to the that from the 3D proposal.
Since the region proposal is in the bird view, object of different distances are of the similar size if they are in the same category. The vehicles in KITTI dataset have bounding box size (l, w, h) of (4.0, 1.6, 1.6)m ± (0.6, 0.1, 0.2)m and pedestrians are of (0.9, 0.6, 1.6)m ± (0.2, 0.1, 0.2)m in the bird view plane. There is no multi-scale issue as in the front view plane hence the multi-scale structure in [12, 17] are not needed.
One-Stage Object Detection
The resolution of image and bird view point cloud being processed in autonomous driving scenario is much larger than the benchmark datasets used to evaluate general detection networks. The test time per frame is important for practical application. One-stage detector is much faster than the two-stage detectors because it does not have the RoI pooling, non-minimum suppression and fully connected operation in the second stage. One-stage detector directly predict bounding boxes from all the proposals produced by RPN which is usually of 100K scale which means the proposals should be of very high quality to extract the very few true positives.
Class Imbalance and Hard Negative Mining
The class imbalance problem in detectors based on selective search [16] and its solution in DNNs is summarized in [13] . For two-stage detectors [26] , the imbalance problem is addressed by RoI pooling as the RoI pooled keeps a positive:negative≈1:3 in the second stage. Actually other second stage detectors like [12] also uses bootstrapping and weighted class loss in the first stage when the class imbalance is huge for small objects. Class imbalance problem is because in addition to the prediction of probability, classification also in effect a binary (or discrete) decision [27] . A utility function or decision cost is imposed to the classification result where true negatives whose probability is below some threshold contribution no cost. The so called hard negative mining solutions share the same idea of lifting the loss of hard negatives which have high predicted object probability, because there is a mismatch between the cross-entropy loss and decision loss. This work uses the focal loss [13] which is a weighted sum of cross-entropy
where p is the vector of probability of the sample among all classes. y is the label of the sample. p y = p(y) is the probability at class y and α y is an empirical weight for each class. CE(·) is the cross-entropy. It is very efficient and demonstrated to be effective on image-based one-stage object detector by [13] .
Pedestrian Labeling in Bird View Map MV3D is very successful on the 3D detection of vehicles by outperforming all other methods on KITTI by a large margin. However, it does not have detection score on the pedestrian and cyclist class. On the one hand the reason is because vehicles have very distinguishable feature on the bird view map as square corners but pedestrians are only dense dots similar to trees and traffic signs. On the other hand, The size of pedestrian on the bird view map where region proposals come from are very small. The general size of pedestrian is 1m × 0.6m which is only 10 × 6 with a resolution of 0.1m on a 600 × 600 bird view representation. Even with a down-sample rate of 4, its anchor becomes 2.5 × 1.5. One shift will cause the IoU (interaction over union) fall off 0.5. In practice, it is observed that the maximum IoU between anchors and ground truth box is usually less than 0.5 for pedestrians. This is the general labeling method in detection networks which is by IoU>0.5 between anchor and ground truth box is not suitable for pedestrians.
Experiments
The network based on sparse non-homogeneous pooling is evaluated on the KITTI dataset which has calibrated camera and LIDAR data and ground truth 3D bounding boxes. The KITTI 3D object and bird view evaluation is used. We focus on the pedestrian category as the maximum average precision (mAP) on KITTI is still very low for all the existing methods where average precision (AP) is only about 26%. It is shown that the fusion structure helps a lot for the 3D proposal of pedestrians from bird view since there is enough fused information.
Implementation
Network Details Two kinds of CNN backbone are used for the network, namely the widely use VGG16 and ResNet. The VGG16 is full VGG pretrained on ImageNet in contrast to the reduced VGG used in [12] . The network is implemented using TensorFlow and one TITAN X GPU as hardware. The input is the 1242 × 375 camera image and the 600 × 600 × 9 gridded LIDAR bird view representation with 0.1m resolution on the ground. The inputs are augmented by random shifting and calibration matrix for pooling is changed accordingly. The feature map produced by the backbone is down-sampled by 8 times but up-sampled by 2 through deconv layer before region proposal.
The focal loss is applied to the all anchors to deal with the class imbalance. Different from [13] , it is observed that using the focal loss for the non-object class only and cross-entropy for object classes performs better than using focal loss for all classes. The same smooth l 1 loss [28] is used for bounding box regression. The network is trained on the KITTI object detection benchmark using the same train/validation split as provided in [5] . The bird view average precision is used for evaluation. Actually the AP on bird view benchmark is very similar to the 3D benchmark of KITTI for all methods involved.
Quality of Proposals
To verify the fusion structure is helping augmenting the feature in the RPN, the recall and precision in the RPN with VGG16 is compared with that of the MV3D structure. To make fair comparison, the cross-entropy loss is used in RPN instead of focal loss and IoU threshold is set to 0.5. The MV3D implemented in this paper is unofficial but reproduced according to the paper. Table 2 shows for vehicles, the precisions are similar but for pedestrians, the fusion-based RPN has much higher precision. This is because the pedestrian is hard to distinguish with other obstacles by just bird view LIDAR data, while vehicles are distinct from bird view. The proposals for pedestrians requires more information and the fusion structure provides the front view image feature which makes proposal quality of pedestrians similar to that of vehicles. Table 2 : RPN performance of RPN on pedestrian and vehicles on the validation set. All difficulty levels are included
Detection Results and Discussion
The pedestrian detection result is evaluated on the validation dataset and shown in Figure 4 . There is a large overfitting between the training set and validation set which requires further tuning. Table 3 : Comparison with the current state of the art on KITTI. Note our AP is on the validation set and other APs are on the test set. Both the state of the art are anonymous.
Conclusion
We have proposed a sparse non-homogeneous pooling method to efficiently transform and fuse features from different views. The fusion is allowed to happen before the proposal stage because it fuses the whole feature map, which is not presented in previous fusion-based networks. The corresponding one stage detector designed produces high quality 3D proposals. The detector achieves good performance in the 3D detections of pedestrians from bird view on KITTI dataset where the state of art detectors performs poorly.
